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dynamics of land grabbing in latin america and the caribbean - grabbing that was released in july 2011.
insights from the former can deepen and strengthen the latter. the highlights of our findings are: (1) the extent
of land grabbing in latin america and the caribbean in terms of number of countries involved and area covered
is wider than previous assumed. but it is land grabbing in latin america and the caribbean - land
grabbing in latin america and the caribbean saturnino m. borras jr., jennifer c. franco, sergio go´mez, cristo´bal
kay and max spoor land grabbing has gained momentum in latin america and the caribbean during the past
decade. the phenomenon has taken diﬀerent forms and character as compared to processes that occur in
other regions of ... the land market in latin america and the caribbean ... - the land market in latin
america and the caribbean: concentration and foreignization 1 chapter i: land grabbing in latin america and
the caribbean: an overview1 sergio gómez e* background this chapter is a synthesis of the main findings of the
research project on the dynamics of the land markets in the region. fact sheet land grabbing in latin
america - fdcl - gion such as latin america. borras and his fellow researchers point out that unlike some
african states, where companies from china, india or the gulf states were often identified as dominant actors,
land grabbing in latin america has a rel-atively strong intraregional character. indeed, in the mercosur-region,
very large local agribusi- ejolt report no. march, 2014 - the many faces of land grabbing - march 2014 ejolt
report no. 10 march, 2014 ejolt report no. 10 the many faces of land grabbing cases from africa and latin
america contributions by grain, joan martinez-alier, leah temper, serah munguti, paul matiku, hugo ferreira,
wagner soares, marcelo firpo porto, vahinala raharinirina, the nature of land grabbing in latin america the nature of land grabbing in latin america land grabbing across latin america, africa and asia shares many
characteristics, 10 and typically consist of large-scale land purchases by either private corporations or foreign
governments for the purpose of agricultural production for food or energy, in many cases using genetically
modified grab sampling field procedure: grab sampling for lab ... - field procedure: grab sampling for
lab analysis (bacteria, nitrates, etc.) (note: the regular stream teams do not perform this procedure. a special
grab sample team collects a large number of these samples in a single day, in what’s known as a “site tour” in
the land grabbing in latin america: another natural resource ... - in latin america, concerns about land
grabbing grew around 2010, with a regional report prepared by the food and agriculture organiza tion (fao)
(borras et al. 2011). land grabbing in latin america is a new tendency in an already highly concentrated land
tenure structure, established since colonial times. land grabbing, investments & indigenous peoples’
rights to ... - land grabbing, investments & indigenous peoples’ rights to land and natural resources. iwgia –
2017 jérémie gilbert land grabbing, investments & indigenous peoples’ rights to land and natural resources:
case studies and legal analysis. land grabbing, investments & indigenous peoples’ rights ... latin america, land
grabbing and ...
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